MMTerrain Engine – Tech Info
(Questions Not Covered? Email support@freeterrainviewer.com)
This document describes the default setup supplied with the core engine, as well as options for custom
integration.
Although the default setup uses discrete images for terrain data (tiled into indexed levels of detail), this
may be considered an intermediate format. Texture delivery is the most performance-critical aspect of
the engine, and while Unity may provide a threaded solution in the future, the current release does not.
Despite threading limitation, streaming from disk has proven to be reasonable as an intermediate
solution, provided that ideal settings are used. Streaming from a consolidated proprietary data source is
the best option overall.
The example code also provides a mechanism for feeding Texture2D objects directly to the engine (in
memory), bypassing discrete disk loads. However, the runtime management of texture data in memory
is a different issue altogether.

Section 1: Tiled Input Images:


Input Format - Generic Image Tiles:

The engine uses raw images for texture and elevation, and combines them at runtime to create a viewdependent textured mesh. There is virtually no pre-processing required, although there are ideal
settings for tiling. The use of discrete images as input also provides a portable platform-independent
way to store and manage terrain data.
While it is possible to provide Texture2D objects directly (depending on the client application), the basic
mechanism relies on indexed images, provided on demand. These can be supplied by the client code in a
number of ways; the default implementation loads them directly from disk or streaming www object.
NOTE: Ideally, texture data would be stored in a streaming database with a single connection event (and
accessed on request). Individual image files can be considered as the final format, or an intermediate
step to something else.
Elevation data is assumed to be in grayscale, however, the divisions can also be split up across RGB
channels (where R covers the bottom 1/3rd , G the middle 1/3rd, and B the upper 1/3rd). This gives 256x3
levels and is an easy way to add precision to grayscale only.
Metadata:

The core engine uses the callback method in the script to request tiles. The metadata (num tiles, size,
etc.) is defined at startup, and as the engine runs, new tiles are requested as needed, and assembled
into the final visible asset at runtime.
The wrapper BasicTiledTerrain.cs script in Unity uses a text asset for all metadata, this is not part of the
core engine, but part of the basic example setup. The metadata can be manually set in the script, or
loaded from any other type of auto-generated text file (or any other custom method, such as a clientdefined GUI).
Regardless of how the metadata is defined, the input data itself is very simple; a set of indexed image
tiles. This can be generated easily with most image processing, terrain, or tiling apps. The indexing
system for tiles essentially means that, as long as tiles are available, the engine can stream in and render
new data to virtually any extent, within practical limits.


Providing Texture Levels Of Detail:

The basic terrain format is simple; a grid of tiles that covers the entire dataset. One set for the textures,
and one set for the elevations. However, loading all of them to the horizon would be impossible, unless
they were much lower resolution. That’s where levels of detail can be added. A level of detail is
essentially a whole new tile set, just with half of the detail.
Adding a Level Of Detail is very straightforward; each block of 4 tiles (2x2) from one level of detail is
combined into a new tile for the next. This produces roughly ¼ of the number of tiles, that cover the
same world space. All images are the same resolution, so the detail drops by ½ at each level.
So, a grid of 32x32 tiles would become 16x16, then 8x8, and so on. This provides a set of descending
detail levels for the entire terrain that can be loaded and fused together at runtime for seamless
coverage across the terrain mesh, to the visible extents.
This is very straightforward for the client code, as the core engine simply requests tiles for the index XY
at whatever detail level, and sorts them all internally.



Geometry Levels Of Detail:

The core engine has a morphing LOD system for geometry that smoothly transitions between high detail
and low detail. As a result, it is best to use higher-resolution imagery for elevations, that also covers a
much larger region in world space, as the data will be continually sampled as needed to generate a
runtime mesh that is optimized for the camera view.
If the elevation map covers a finite region, and the number of total samples isn’t greater than
12288x12288, then a fixed region of 3x3 4k textures can be cached once at startup and used for the
runtime mesh generation. If the elevation map covers more than 12288x12288, then smaller 2k textures
are better for swapping in/out of active memory.

NOTE: The mesh geometry can have a virtually unlimited number of LODs, however, Unity vertex buffer
limitations currently limit the available size and scope of the terrain mesh to 65535 vertices.


Elevations/Texture Alignment - Flexible:

The textures and elevations are independent. The resolution, number of tiles, and size in world space
are all set with the metadata. It is generally assumed that elevation coverage will align with textures, but
the elevation tiles will cover a much larger region in world space, and be higher resolution.
Heightfields can also be tiled into multiple LODs (similar to textures) but will generally require fewer
levels of detail.



Missing Tiles To Ignore Low-Detail Areas:

Areas of low interest can have missing tile data in any level of detail, which means that only areas of
interest need to take up space (for example, ocean or flat desert can be skipped over). The next
available LOD is the automatic default, so anything not encountered by the tile loader is simply skipped
over.
This is a convenient mechanism for eliminating unwanted regions that fit within the bounds of the tile
indexing, to limit disk space only to areas of interest, while still retaining lower levels of detail for distant
areas. This also ensures that no areas are left blank while data is loading; the next available LOD is
always applied in the event that any piece is missing.



Folder Layout:

In our tests, we organized the texture set into folders (such as LOD0, LOD1, LOD2, etc.). The basic
wrapper script demonstrates how the paths are generated from tile requests. We also implemented a
max per folder to avoid OS limits (the Birmingham set exceeded files limits for a single folder).
The first folder "LOD0" contained the original high resolution imagery broken down into tiles. The first
set has the highest number of tiles, and represents the entire terrain at full resolution (this can be
several GB).
As an example, here is a mock-up image from a small portion of Birmingham, representing all of the tiles
at full resolution (for illustration only):

In our testing, we have found that the ideal streaming size for textures is 256x256 or 512x512. Larger
tiles sizes will work, assuming the texture memory can handle it, but smaller sizes work much more
smoothly.

The second folder "LOD1" had 1/4 the tiles, because each group of 4 was consolidated into a new tile. So
each of the LOD1 tiles was also 512x512, but contained the imagery from 4 tiles of the previous LOD.

The subsequent LOD folders worked in the same way, groups of 4 would be combined into progressively
lower and lower detail tiles. In our case, we went down to a final level of only 3x3 tiles that covered the
entire database.
NOTE: In cases where the number of tiles across/down are not an even number, the consolidated tile
from the next set can simply have blank space along one side. The overlap can be culled during
rendering based on the edge coordinates of the highest detail tiles.


A Completed Set Of Tiled LODs:

As a test for the engine setup, an example database is provided here:
www.freeterrainviewer.com/CAHillsConverted.rar
The original unconverted geotiff data can be downloaded here:
www.freeterrainviewer.com/CAHills.rar
This can be run in the basic Unity setup with almost no modifications, the only change would be for the
folder path listed on the text asset file, before or after importing to Unity.
This shows an example of our particular folder layout (using our naming conventions). Each folder
contains roughly 1/4 of the tiles, as they are grouped together at each step. The rar file contains a
completed set of tiled images that can be run with the example scripts.
NOTE: This is just one possible folder layout. The client scripts for Unity allow the user to specify virtually
any type of runtime source for the images, the default setup may be more or less appropriate
depending on the client application.
MMTiler Tool – Converting/Prepping Data Automatically:
The example script is designed to work with the output of our in-house tiling utility for geotiff data, this
is described in the help document for the tiler program.
This is much easier than expecting users to conform to ideal specifications for datasets and/or tweaking
settings. Although the tiler tool, script, and shader can all be replaced with a custom wrapper (for
advanced integration), the basic implementation contains all the necessary ingredients to get up and
running with a minimum of hassle.
It is assumed that advanced developers may have their own in-house software to process and manage
terrain data. In those cases, the generic format of discrete images (along with text-defined metadata)
can be used as an intermediate staging area for integration. The tiler tool is simply one possible way of
prepping data for ideal settings, it is not a required part of the runtime engine.


A Special Note About Texture2D Image Request/Delivery:

The Main Hurdle – Multi-Threading:
Ideally, Unity would provide a multi-threaded solution for loading textures in the background.
Unfortunately, Unity is constrained by technical limits (due to platform restrictions, etc.), and ondemand texture loading will inevitably cause some type of performance hit. Ideal tile sizes and load
balancing help to alleviate the problem, but can’t solve the lack of multi-threading.
In the meantime, the script and dll setup allow for virtually any custom texture source to be used,
including any alternate methods that Unity may provide in the future. Texture loading can also be

throttled or delayed in the client script (as appropriate), and the core engine will be unaffected. This
may be used to help load-balance the engine with other parts of the client application.

Section 2: Wrapper Scripts And Metadata:


The Main Unity Scripts:

Interface Code:
The core interface to the engine is handled by the file “TerrainEngineInterface.cs”. Simply having this file
in the project will provide access to the core engine, and instantiate the core engine automatically.
Utility functions are provided to query the elevation and surface normal at any location. While the final
mesh is handled by Unity as plain geometry (allowing for collision queries, etc.) the direct access to
elevation and surface normal may be the most efficient way to position models on the terrain, or
estimate paths, etc. (depending on the specific usage).
Main Wrapper Code:
The wrapper script “BasicTiledTerrain.cs” uses a simply on-demand loader for texture tiles, and a text
asset mechanism for setting up the metadata. In the startup, the core engine is initialized with settings
from the text file. At runtime, the script supplies the core engine with textures, and calls the appropriate
update functions. At each update, the current view is used to generate optimized mesh data that can be
rendered with the provided shader.
Material Shader:
The shader “BasicTiledTerrain.shader” works with the core engine to combine multiple levels of texture
details into a single consolidated render that seamlessly covers the entire terrain mesh. The setup for all
variables is wrapped into the core engine (so the client is not responsible for setting up the material).
This shader can be modified or re-purposed in order to add advanced procedural effects or other
alternative rendering.
Critical Metadata:
Although the settings for the core engine are directly set in the code, the default setup includes a basic
mechanism for defining settings in text file. Although this is not a required part of the engine, the basic
setup provided with the wrapper script demonstrates proper use of the core engine while providing a
simple way to quickly test different terrain datasets.
The settings in the text file are a reflection of our in-house tiler tool (“MMTiler.exe”), which has been
included as a convenience. See the documentation for the tiler tool for a full listing of all data exported.

NOTE: For convenience, the format of the text file is an actual block of standard c# variable declarations,
exactly as they might appear in the BasicTiledTerrain.cs file.
For purposes of the engine, the critical settings are listed below:
The following settings define the number of textures tiles to expect (including level of detail). The tiling
tool automatically generates this info, but it can also be manually specified by other means.
public int TEXTURES_textureTileResolution = 256;
public int TEXTURES_numTextureLODS = 6;
public int TEXTURES_texturesNumXTiles = 68;
public int TEXTURES_texturesNumYTiles = 57;
public float TEXTURES_textureTileSize = 76.963814f;
This value is used internally in the engine to allocate texture memory for consolidated LODs. The ideal
settings is generally 4x the resolution of the texture tiles, no greater than 4096.
public int TEXTURES_maxConsolidatedTextureResolution = 1024;
These settings are essentially the same data, except for heightfields. Notice that heightfields may also
have levels of detail (thought there are usually fewer, as the elevation tiles are larger in world size).
public int ELEVATIONS_elevationTileResolution = 2048;
public int ELEVATIONS_numElevationLODS = 1;
public int ELEVATIONS_elevationsNumXTiles = 1;
public int ELEVATIONS_elevationsNumYTiles = 1;
public float ELEVATIONS_elevationTileSize = 5233.539551f;
The following value defines the maximum vertical difference between the lowest elevation and the
highest, this range will be evenly divided along the grayscale (or RGB encoded) range from 0-100%. This
is essentially the difference between the minimum and maximum elevation values.
public double ELEVATIONS_displacement = 681.704468;
The smoothing range is used to multi-sample elevations during runtime (to avoid stair-stepping caused
by grayscale 8 bit precision limitations).
public double ELEVATIONS_smoothingRange = 1.0f;
The minimum elevation is used along with the displacement to determine the final elevation of any
point on the terrain.

public double ELEVATIONS_minElevation = 714.794678;
Max elevation and total range are included for posterity, though implicitly defined by the minimum and
displacement values.
public double ELEVATIONS_maxElevation = 1396.499146;
public double ELEVATIONS_elevationRange = 681.704468;
The following values define the level of detail allocated for the runtime mesh.. The values define the
smallest detail size (base tile size), the distance before the detail is halved, and the number of times this
occurs. The levels of detail will double in size (effectively halving the detail at each stage) for as many
levels as specified. This is usually more than enough to extend a reasonable horizon.
NOTE: Unity mesh limits are 65535 vertices, so there is a cap on the possible detail. Detail should be
allocated as needed within the desired horizon and viewing limits, a tighter viewing distance means that
more detail can be applied locally. The settings can be experimented with, if the number of required
vertices exceeds 65535 then Unity will simply fail to create the mesh.
public float baseTileSize = 4;
public float highDetailRange = 100;
public int numDetailLevels = 12;
NOTE: The number of detail levels of the runtime mesh is independent of (a) the number of LODs for
texture, and/or (b) the LODs for elevations. The runtime mesh uses a different system to generate the
smooth-morphing geometry, that’s what these settings are for.
Rules Of Thumb:
In general, the “baseTileSize” should be the size of the sample rate in world units (so, if the elevation
data is sampled at every 4 feet/meters/units, the baseTileSize should also be 4). Essentially, the
baseTileSize is the size of the finest visible detail, from the source elevation data.
The highDetailRange is the extent (again, in world units) that high-detail mesh geometry will be
rendered before it morphs into low-detail geometry. This goes in all directions, so a value of 100 actually
creates a circular region that is 200 units across (with the viewer at the origin). The falloff range for the
following level of detail will be the same distance, but doubled (so the highest detail covers 200 units
across, the next is 400 units across, the next is 800, and so on).
The number of detail levels, combined with the other 2 settings, implicitly define the extents of the
visible mesh. The coverage exponentially increases with each new level of detail.
Other Settings:

All other settings are either optional (such as lat/lon and UTM data), and or utilized by the wrapper
script in order to supply texture tiles (such as pathnames). The core engine is only concerned with
metadata describing the number of source tiles, and settings for the runtime mesh.
The mesh data is generated at runtime, and the texture LODs are combined during the render pass.
Aside from tiling and basic metadata prep, there is virtually no pre-processing of the raw data required
at any point.
Existing data that is already tiled into LODs can be used from any other source (image editing apps,
terrain generation apps, etc.), the in-house tiler is provided only as a starting point to illustrate the
requirements of the core engine.
NOTE: Although the default implementation provides a good starting point, it is not a complete
application by itself. It is assumed that advanced developers may ultimately replace or modify the
existing scripts and/or setup to match a proprietary workflow or pipeline.

MISC. TECH INFO:
The following section describes the coordinate systems, texture limitations, and potential use cases for
the engine.


Coordinates:

The actual coordinates of the simulation can be used verbatim with the engine, OR the mesh data can
be scaled according to need.
The coordinates of the textures and elevations are explicitly set by the tile size (in world coordinates) of
the texture and/or elevations tiles at the highest level of detail. For example, if LOD contained 10x10
tiles, and the texture tile size was 50, the entire database is considered to cover 500x500 world units.
Although the core engine does not dictate coordinate systems, known lat/lon limits and world unit scale
can be used to determine actual position, elevation, and speed. The runtime webplayer for the
Birmingham demo shows an example of this:
http://www.freeterrainviewer.com/BirminghamWebPlayer.html
NOTE: The webplayer version of Birmingham pulls data from server, and is subject to bandwidth
limitations. The higher-resolution version that runs from disk is visually more impressive and responsive.
Unless the metadata is deliberately modified, the vertices in the final mesh will reflect the exact values
listed (such as tile sizes, world coverage, etc.). World units are considered to be in meters (for GIS
applications), but virtually any system of measurement can be used.



View-Dependent Mesh Generation – Setting The Origin:

The streaming and mesh generation work by specifying a single vantage point in space; this is
considered to be the view origin, and all levels of detail (for geometry and texture) will be focused
around this center. An example can be seen in the sample script.
The mesh generation function uses a single camera as input, and it is expected that the camera will exist
within the same coordinate space. In most cases, the terrain will be created in the same scale as the rest
of the world, and units will be consistent. However, it is possible to use a secondary camera to generate
the mesh from any particular vantage point, and then scale/transform it for alternate rendering.
By default, the main camera is assumed to be the dominant view, and the default scripts are written to
use the main camera for the origin, without question. It is possible to manually set any origin vantage
point in the code (even without the camera), however, most cases will simply use the main camera as-is.


Distance To The Horizon – About 300 miles, at 1 foot texture sample rate:

The current implementation supports a maximum of 12 levels of texture detail, which extends the
horizon to roughly 300 miles (at 1 ft samples).
Assuming 1 ft sample data, a 512x512 tile covers 512x512 feet (technically 511x511, but for example
purposes let’s assume 512 exactly). With each LOD, the space doubles:
LOD 0 – 512;
LOD 1 – 1024;
LOD 2 – 2048;
LOD 3 – 4096;
LOD 4 – 8192;
LOD 5 – 16384;
LOD 6 – 32768;
LOD 7 – 65536;
LOD 8 – 131072;
LOD 9 – 262144;
LOD 10 – 524288;
LOD 11 – 1048576;

By the last LOD, a single tile covers the space of roughly 200 miles (198.59). A 3x3 group cached in at
that LOD covers 595x595 miles, which means an average of about 297 mile visibility range in all
directions from the center (not counting the longer diagonals).
While it possible to render additional LODs with multiple render passes, the current package supports
up to 12 LODs within a single render pass using a single mesh and single shader. Future versions may
offer additional options.


Rendering Materials:

The shader supplied with the package will apply the LOD texture sets to the mesh as appropriate.
However, this shader can be replaced or extended with alternate versions, such as procedural effects or
alternate textures. The mesh data can be scaled or transformed in multiple ways.
As a mesh by itself, the geometry can be rendering in multiple ways. It is assumed that the primary
approach to rendering will rely on the tiled LOD mechanism used for textures. This is handled in the
shader “BasicTiledTerrain.shader”.
How The Tiling Shader Works:
The engine merges the various tiled texture LODs into a set of consolidated textures that are used to
generate the final view. This requires multiple steps and pre-calculations that are handled behind the
scenes. The core engine is used to setup the material (for the misc. variables), and the shader uses that
info to blend src images into a single seamless coverage.
The output of that shader code can also be used for other purposes. For example, a simple RGB map
could be used to assign and blend between 3 materials, which allows a fairly low-res map to stand in for
high-detail textures. This type of material mapping is fairly straightforward (though it would require
some additions to the shader). In that case, the original explicit textures would be a simple mapping of
RGB values that correspond to 3 types of material.
NOTE: The default “BasicTiledTerrain.shader” uses a simple detail texture effect, applied equally across
the entire terrain. This detail texture could potentially be modulated by color values (such as brightness
or hue range).



Integrating Into Client Applications:

The context and purpose of the client application will influence how the engine is best used, here are
some general guidelines
FOR VERY LARGE TERRAINS (GIS/MAPPING/SIMULATION):

The critical issue is texture delivery and streaming; the discrete texture files are great as a starting point,
but depending on how/where data is accessible, a single connection event and random access to any tile
is ideal. Unity may also address this in some capacity.
Preparing Data: The included tiler tool, even if not needed, can be used to generate examples of the
type of data that the engine uses. This can be then used as a template for how to generate or export
similar data from any proprietary applications on the client side. All of the tiling and metadata
generation could easily be performed by any other software (or manually), provided that the output is
understood. There is no unique functionality, it’s just an in-house utility to generate standard, well
defined data.
Running Data: The texture delivery system will be tailored to the application. The existing code and
scripts demonstrate how textures are fed into the engine (the callback mechanism and loading code are
exposed in the BasicTiledTerrain.cs script), and these can be replaced or intercepted with any custom
methods.

Examine texture delivery/streaming options vs. discrete texture files)

be the primary factor in how the
The MMTerrain engine is a core component for other applications; it is not a flight simulator or terrain
visualization package on its own. The primary purpose of the module is to render large tiled datasets
that are impractical to process manually. Other considerations such as coordinate systems, flight
control, game mechanics, etc. are all strictly in the domain of the host application.
However, I will be developing further into the future (alongside other work), and I am constantly adding
bits of functionality as needed for myself and other projects. If there is a specific need for certain
features (or integration with other modules) that would benefit both sides, I am more than happy to
listen to any proposal.
Feel free to contact me with any questions/feedback/otherwise, I am generally responsive to direct
queries and I am interested to see the software working for anyone who uses it. My primary interest is
in simulation and GIS work (so I am not much into games), but I am available to answer questions and/or
advise best case use for the engine, regardless of the application.
Thanks
-MM

